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Italy Discussed
By Miss Scudder
On Monday evening. April 15, Miss
Scudder gave an informal talk to the
Liberal Club at her home. Italy formed
the groundwork of her subject which
she treated from several points of view.
First there is the question of modern
Italy, and the effects of Fascism, both
ad. The newness of the
tj.ei.t-i-Lt ligation difficult.
lished facts. Travel has become mucl
more comfortable through the improve
ment in transportation, and the reduc-
tion of beggary by the requirement o;
attendance in elementary school;
which removes the young hoodlums
from the streets. In judging Fascism,
it is absolutely necessary to separate
the means from the end. Mussolini
uses the most unscrupulous autocracy
to work toward an organizat
may ultimately be a good on
The dark side of the pictu
scribed to Miss Scudder this ;
many of her friends. An
resident in Italy is bitter bee
unable to leave the country since
money cannot be Temoved from
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
: he is
Barker Lectures On State
And Church Relationships
Wellesley was honored on the eve-
ning of Thursday, April 11. with an ad-
dress by an eminent English historian
and man of letters, Professor Ernest
Barker, on the problems of the relation
The spiritual experience of humanity,
said Professor Barker, is the spiritual
authority for humanity; and a variety
of this experience is a religion, such as
the spiritual experience of Christ and
his followers, with its deep conti
our spiritual life today, which m
Mate, with authority ii.hcrent n
general lower spiritual experiem
the nation. But has the state, the legal
incorporation of the nation, any r
ious authority?
Professor Barker cited two solu
of this problem, that of Scotland w!
denied political life, has poured
same energies and forces into
church, and which, with the aid of
Parliament, if successful in its endeav-
ors to reunite the United Fi«e Churcf
and the Established Church of Scot-
Labor Federation Finds
Foothold In Carolinas
The inhabitants of Gaston County.
North Carolina, lying just at the begin-
ning of the rise of the Blue Ridge
Mountains, are realizing with a
parm-'-tricken feelings that in i
trial methods as well as in everything
else the old order changeth, as
hear the doctrines of Communism
preached before their very doors b;
representatives of the Textile Work
ers' Union, organizers of the strike a
the Loray Mill of the Manville-Jencks
Co. there. The strike is apparently
"dangerous" only in this respeel
no acts of violence have occurrec
yond a sort of tug-of-war with police
who were attempting to stretch a rope
across a street near one of the mills.
The cotton mills of Gaston County
were started about 1887, when the
county, although its principal industry
was whiskey-distilling, voted itself dry
among the first. The pioneer owners
paternally shared prosperity and de-
pression with their employees. C. B.
Armstrong, head of a big chain of mills,
voluntarily cut his own $100,000 salary
to $1, in one very difficult time, with a
wonderful effect on the morale of his
workers. The general practice was to
build other mills with the profits,
rather than enlarging the first one and
the :
:)d so that the employe
fairly satisfied. The supply <
was kept up by the gradu
of the poverty-stric:
whom a few dollars a day seemed
fluence. There are no foreigners tc
there.




deed n. This c
itself to :
L.i. niiKtrk
Parliament that the church's authority
in its sphere runs concurrently, but not
co-operatively, with the authority of
the state in its sphere.
olution, that of England,
[ the Scandinavian coun-
the incorporation of the na-
including its religion. This i
ution; it may, through Par-
:oncern itself with religious
in ordinary legislation; or it
through Parliament, to de-
'en the liturgy of the church,
re merely examples of the
two possible answers to the tangled
question of relations between church
and state, which may be either union,
or separation with antipathetic impar-
tiality, as in France, or with sympa-




say, "We are willing to do ou
mt we won't be druv." And whei
they felt themselves exploited b;
Northern capital and Northern effi-
ciency ideas, as in the Manville-
Jencks Co., resentment was great, ant
the labor unions were given a long-
awaited opportunity to commence or-
ganization in the South. The objec-
tionable methods, introduced by one
Johnstone, were doubling the work
with a raise of a few cents per hour.
the installation of clock machines to
man. and the use of pu>c< wmi- L(
duced prices. The company also
full advantage of the North Carolina
law, which permits sixty hours of
COMING EVENTS
Fiidav ;il"ten;u<-:ii. r< a dance at
bridge at Phi Sigma.
Friday evening, Wellesley-Amherst
Saturday afternoon. Tea dance
Tower Court.
Saturday evening, Prom dinni
Prom dancing.
The first of the series (
giate poetry readings will take place i
Mathison House tomorrow afternoon ;
4. The following students have bee
Mildred Lister, '29, The Song i
Honour, Ralph Hodgson.
Dorothy Wood. '30, Ode on a Grecic
Urn, John Keats.
Georgina Johnson, '30, Song of She.
wood, Alfred Noyes.
The other readings will be at Mount
Holyoke on Friday, April 26th, at 8 P.M.,
and at Smith on Saturday, April 27th,
at 8 P.M.
Miss Clara Blattner. Wellesley 1901.
now of the Dana Hall faculty, will





it they had no way, m
of telling what they had
Page 2, Col. 2
All Classes To Take Part
In Song Contest On May 17
ss song contest will be held at step-
ging on the night of May 17. Origi-
music and original words must be
lded in through the class song lead-
by May 13. Each class will have a
special choir chosen to sing its contri-
of judges appointed to
best song. Last, but not
least, a prize of $20 will be given to the
winning melody, twice the amount
given last year, $10 of which will go to
girl who composes the music, and
to the girl who writes the words.
very potential song writer unveils
talent. Wellesley should certainly
; some new and enjoyable songs for
future step-singing.
.Senior.': and Juniors, are you in
rim for this summer's sports? Sign
p for a Voluntary Sport at once.
Professor Rufus Jones of Haverford
College will lecture in Billings Hall
Monday, April 22. at 8:00 P.M. proba-
i Mysticism. Dr. Jones will speak
the auspices of the Department
of Biblical History, and will also give
ermon in the college chapel on
Sunday, April 21.
r=]
James R. Brown, President of the
Manhattan Single Tax Club, coming
the auspices of the Economics
Department, will speak on Taxation-
It Is and How It Should Be Ap-
plied, at 4:40, Tuesday, April 23, in 124
Founders. This is one of the lectures
which Mr. Brown is giving in his tour
of New England. He has a subject
interesting
;
On Wednseday, April 24, Professor
give
will speak on The Disinlearalion
.
Cubism: the Pseudo-classic; the
Objectivity; the Subconscious




On Wednesday, April 10. Miss Helei
Darbishire, Visiting Professor of Eng
lish Literature in Wellesley in 1925-6,
and now University Lecturer at O
ford, spoke in Billings Hall on the su
ject of Early Lives of Milton.
Milton is the first of the great En
lish poets to have had biographi
written by contemporaries. As Latin
Secretary of the Commonwealth
the author of a number of pamphlets
the poet had become known throughout
Europe. The first biography of Milton
to be published appeared
Athenoe Oxoniensis,
by Anthony Wood. Since
did not know Milton personally, Wood
gained his information from other
::.:.:!..;
ay. One of these is the
notes on Milton's
in Aubrey. Aubrey saw
the poet's family and hi:
friends and got as many dates an<
facts as he could. Edward Philips. Mil
ton's nephew, told him a great deal
and Miss Darbishire, in studying thi
manuscript of notes that Aubrey sen
to Wood was interested to find that
the acquaintanceship between Aubrey
and Philips could be traced. In the
place where Philips' name is first men-
tioned Aubrey left a blank to fill irj
the first name and he also made a
note of Philips' address. The name
Edward, was later filled in in the blank
and in the manuscript notes which
found in Edward Philips' own hand
writing. Wood's other source was ;




i biuLTai.hv was written b\
Philips himself, and was
lished later than that of Wood. This
biography gives additional details, but
Miss Darbishire ha;
identity of the auth
UiiiL'raphy, the one w
On Fn. .md Saturday m^hts, April
Zeta Alpha is having
Since they are studying
who thought himself strong, a:
wife, Candida, who realized he \i
spoiled boy, weak and needful i
ry, but who loved to protect hi
The cast includes Ruth Stephens,
Tony Clapp, Aileen Shaw, Thelma
Wade, Ruth Rhodes and Miriam Mc-
Donald, and it is being directed by
Marie Eckhardt.
The Department Philosophy an-
ture to be given by Pro-
g on Friday, April 26, at
124. Founders. He will
practical application of
[=]
de by refugees in Greece
md suitable for wedding
gifts, will be on
n Thursday, April 25, for
the Near East Relief As-
out who the autl
opinion on two
n Page 4, Colums
R. G. Hawtrey Will Discuss
International Reparations
On Monday, April 30, Mr. R. G. Haw-
trey, the well-known British treasury
expert and finance leader, will lecture
at Wellesley on international debts and
reparations. The subject is a very
timely one, and gains especial interest
for us in the fact that Mr. Hawtrey
has himself been connected with the
which is now working
he Dawes plan for repa
Mr Hawtrey is not only famous in
ternational aflairh. He holds the title
of professor at Harvard, where he is
lecturing this year in exchange with
Allyn Young, who died in London this
nonth. A number of important
SENIORS MEDITATE
ON ARCHITECTURE
Find Quad Is Pure Elizabethan,
Station Slightly Romanesque,
Gothic Emphasis
For several days the campus swarmed
with girls standing outside each of the
buildings in little groups, intently bent
on doing something about them. After
the first daze of noting this rebirth of
intellectual curiosity, one questioned
the source. That it turned out to be of
the flesh rather than of the spirit
made it no less interesting. Flesh Is
. all i
I
|i!l!l)nv - ; separated 1 . spinr-
The Senior Art Class was doing a
paper. Architecture at Wellesley was
their subject and no nook or cranny
was spared their piercing gaze. In
general, the results of their inquiry
seem worth repeating. "In general" is
used specifically. For one unforeseen
result occurred. The girls who spent
some time at the station examining it
for Romanesque elements excited un-
thought-of speculation in the minds of
the villagers. To see young girls hang-
ing around a station with a desperate
look on their faces could mean but one
thing. They were bent on self-exter-
This apprehension was allayed by
conversation between students and sta-
tion agents. But they are probably
still wondering why the girls had to
stand there for hours in order to see
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Wellesley Orchestra Plans
Debut And Dance At Alumnae
The Wellesley College Symphony Or-
:hestra, conducted by Mr. Jacques Hoff-
man, will make its first appearance in
Alumnae Hall with a concert on Satur-
day evening, April 27, at eight o'clock.
There will be dancing afterward.
This will be the Wellesley Orchestra's
first appearance in Alumnae Hall. Un-
now they have always had their
certs in Billings Hall, but since they
m to be so popular and the audience
large, they have ventured to hold
their evening concert in the large hall
The progran
written by him, such works as The
old Standard in Theory and in Prac-
:e. and The Economic Problem, being
ied in our own department.
Those who are interested in music as
?11 as in finance will remember that it
as Professor Hawtrey's wife who so
admirably accompanied Miss Jelly
anyi in her last recital at Welles-
Overture to Iphegenia in Aulis
Gluck
Symphonic Concertante for Violin
and Viola with Orchestra Accom-
Mozart
Violin: Marjorie Hussey, 1932
Viola: Margaret Blackburn, 1930
3. Two Hungarian Dances Brahms







the following to the Alumnae House
Committee:
'29 Janet Geddes







OF BEHAVIOR OF WHITE RAT
That a theory of simple chain re-
sponses Is not adequate to explain the
behavior of the white rat in the maze,
was the point upheld by Dr. Hunter of
or sensory-neural, control
mal, in Founders Hall at <
day, April 9. Although introduced by
Miss Gamble as a "specimen of a real
live behaviorist." a creature rarely seen
on the Wellesley campus, Professor
Hunter's main purpose was to prove his
disagreement with Watson, the most
Dr. Hunter began by stating Wat-
son's theory of sensory-neural control
and describing the experiments used
to substantiate it. The belief that all
serial behavior is a systematizing of
simply stimulus-response units, that is,
that behavior consists of nothing but
a chain of reflexes, is one formerly
held by all behaviorists on the basis of
two important experiments.
Muscular Contractions Act as Stimulus
In the first of these, in 1907, rats
deprived sight, hearing.
if they :
3 to run the
discovered that these ral
learned the maze before, could now
run it just as quickly; or that, if they
had not learned it, they could do so
just as quickly as normal rats. The
conclusion was that only the proprio-
ceptive senses affected the rat's be-
havior in the maze. The act of putting
to run a certain distance and turn in
and turning :
In another experiment, in 1908, it
was found that when the distance was
changed the rat, since the initial stim-
ulus was still the same, ran the same
distance as before and missed the turn.
These two experiments seemed to prove
conclusively the serial response theory.
Dr. Hunter believes, however, that
it is not the proprioceptors alone which
cause the rat's behavior. An experi-
ment has just been completed at Clark
University in which it was found that
a rat in running through an opening
in a simple maze, always touched the
side of the door, although it was much
wider than the paths of Watson's
maze. Blind rats could not be trained
to run through without touching the
Willi.
they
:l^i.i thiTM running the
Professor Hunter Uses T-shaped Maze
In 1920 Dr. Hunter himself dis-
covered by experiments using a T-
shaped '*temporal" maze (in which the
rat runs in a figure eight, repeatedly
covering the same ground), that rats
could not be taught double alternation
in a maze in which they ran over the
same path more than once. Although
any pattern of turning could be used
in the ordinary maze, in the temporal
maze the rat could not run left left
right right, but only left right left
right. Because the stimuli received on
the left path were always the same, he
would always turn to the right; be-
cause those received on the right were
always the same, he would always turn
to the left. This pattern could not be
varied. In several experiments, the
moreover, rats that had learned double
alternation on a spiral r
the temporal maze one
which they had before been unable to
master double
kinaesthetic st
ning the temporal maze were exactly
fore some other factor must have
abled him to run the temporal i
the i
It is from such exijenin..'n;-
Prof. Hunter, although in most e
tial theories a behaviorist. disagrees
that the serial response theory i
adequate to explain the sensory-r
control of the white rat.
Page 1, Col. 2)
really done, and had
company chose to give them.
Charles G.- Wood, canciliaUcn
missioner from the Department c
bur at Washington, after conferring
with the mill people, held that no <
ciliation is possible until the wor
divorce themselves from their com:
nistic leaders, and that until then
police and military power of the c
munity must protect the rights oi
ganized government. Mr. Woods' exact
function is at present under investiga
tion, since he not only dismisses thi
Strikes because of Efficiency Methods
:he disease is spreading.
;es are in progress in two
other cities of North Carolina, Pineville
and Lexington, and the textile workers
of many other places are protesting
against efficiency methods. Yet the
Loray Mills, where the germ developed
are admitted to pay better wages than
The Valley Ranch
r Saddle Tri/) in the RockiesTO /or Young Ladies
Wyoming, Yellowstone Park, anJ the Buffalo Bill
Country during July and August for Young Ladies
Each member issigncd her own horse, stock --'"
moose, coyotes, antelope, deer anJ elk; camp in forest
i
and in the sage-brush, by lakes, waterfalls, hot springs
ses layover periods from
swimming, and trout fishing n Rocky Mountain lakes
A vacation experience ) ju will never forget. A
cori,j.:-i-i.il L;ioup, excellent
guides in the Wc t. rVmn
ood, cooked by the best
in great shape for school
or college next fall.
Private Pullmans and dining-cars from the East and
f limited Write for illus-
ir.iied bfuklet giving full in
JULIAN S DRYAN
Wh.ii
hut .i -.punier trirl works mty-Uvu
for $20.05. The cheapness of rent
mill villages, where rooms range
twenty-five to fifty cents a week.
vater, light, and sewerage, is held
ence between these and Northern
There are two categories of owners in
this affair. The first feels that wages
glad to raise
them, but cannot, unless all the other
mills do so simultaneously. The sec-
ond is doing his best to obscure the real
long hours and low wages, by
blowing up the communist scare.
Fear
them being the purely American popu-
lation with its strong dislike of foreign-
ers. Another most important one is
the district's long opposition to the
American Federation of Labor. The
mere fact that members of this organ-
ization, strangers to the region, are ac-
cepted as leaders shows very strongly
that the workers' grievances must have
Gaston County
COLLEGE CONCERTS
asked to do this at once; a general
response to this request will give the
manager, Dr. Macdougall, a measure of
the support for 1929-1930; it is also to
the interest of the subscribers them-
selves. A subscriber is a person who
has ordered or paid for one or more
tickets, all the seats being registered
in his name. Subscribers may have
for
; the i
to the management. The college con-
certs are managed and tickets assigned
according to the methods adopted years
ago by the Boston Symphony Orches-
are near enough to Wellesley to
i heir attendance at the concerts
season practicable, may find it
while to renew their -.ub-< . i|V hhi-
subscribers are welcome.
Promptly at the opening of c
blanks to present subscribers, to ne'
subscribers, and to all people who as
mailing list. Subscriptions becom
effective on receipt of check, but n
check can be accepted before Septem
ber 23, 1929.
Enquiries may be addressed and sub
xtTiptions sent to
Dr. H. C. Macdougall.
SALE
SPRING AND ADVANCED SUMMER MODELS
RAE SAMOFF
THE ORIOLE





THIS is an adver-
tisement suggest-
ing that you give the New
York Herald Tribune a




Lawrence Gilman and J.
N. Darling ("Ding")
for
men who know how to
make a newspaper a
as a news gatherer, edit
it; people who want to
enjoy their Sunday news-
paper as they keep step
with what's going on,
read it. We believe you,
too, will like the Herald
Tribune and respectfully
suggest that you buy one














V^HIS New CLUB RESIDENCE
for WOMEN offers the best at reasonable
prices. Transient rooms #3 and #3.50 a day.
Monthly rates.
Every room with private bath. Six roof gardens, swimming pool, gym-
nasium, garden patio and many unusual features. In the theatre district
and very accessible to all transportation lines. Reservations to be made in
advance.





Dawes Plan, have decided that Ger-
many should pay 100,000,000,000 gold
marks, approximately $24,000,000,000,
over a period of fifty-eight years. A
discussion of the plan and figures be-
gan on Monday.
l=j
Monell Sayre, former pension expert
of the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching, has charged
that bad management has brought the
Foundation to a state of virtual bank-
ruptcy, that pension payments must
now be reduced to less than $30,000,000.
The charge has been denied by Dr.
Henry Smith Pritchett, President of
the Foundation, who maintains that
the modification policy is merely a re
adjustment to meet changed salar
conditions in the teaching profession.
Cardinal O'Connell of Massachusett
last week began what promises to be
long and ridiculous discussion of th
theories of Albert Einstein by accusing
Einstein, who is definitely affiliate.:
with a religious sect, of being an athe
ist and of propagating atheism through
his theories. Within a short timi
swering speeches were made, denying
the validity of Cardinal O'Connell's ac
cusation on the ground, in one casi
that he is not one of the chosen fe
who even understand any of Einstein
theories. The outcome of the discus
head, developments have been such as
to bring about a reversal of the posi-
tions of Mayor Walker and ex-Governor
Smith in Tammany Hall, with the re-
sult that Mayor Walker seems now a
gTeater factor in the determination of
Olvany's successor.
r=l
President William T. Cosgrave of the
Irish Free State, while visiting in New
York, has affirmed that the Irish Free
State Is tranquil, law-abiding, and
financially and socially sound. He de-
are due to hostile propaganda.
President Hoover has suggested that
the Prohibition unit be transferred
from the Treasury Department to the
Department of Justice. Attorney-Gen-
eral Mitchell will urge this transfer as
scon as Congress assembles for its spe-
cial session. Whether the unit will tem-
porarily be placed under Mrs. Mabel
Walker Willebrandt, who has had such
a spectacular part in the recent presi-
dential election, is a question. Decision
will be reached some time this week,
when all the assistant attorney-gener-
als will be announced.
For the first time in many years, the
torch in the hand of the Statue of
Liberty failed to shine one night last
week. The explanation offered by au-
thorities was that a schooner passing
west of Bedloe's Island dragged her
anchor and broke the electric cable
1=1
A "civil war," with no threatening
consequences, has been going on in
Washington since March 4, to decide
whether Mrs. Edward Everett Gann.
sister of Vice-President Curtis, might
not at official functions receive the
honor that would be accorded his wife,
if he had one. The social status clash
was ended last week when, at a social
function given by the Ambassador of
Chile. Mrs. Gann was seated at the
1=1
Marion Talley, who created a sensa-
tion at her New York debut about
three years ago. has recently announced
that her appearance at a recital on
ing now a sufficiency of money, Miss
Talley desires to buy a farm that she
has long wanted, and to settle on it
ON CAMPUS
Mystery lurks about the new building
next to Slattery's that has been in
progress during the winter. It is known
that the Clara Catherine Candy Shop
and the Novelty Shop, now housed to-
gether between the two buildings, are
going to expand into the new space.
But concerning the Identity of the new
stores to occupy the building great
secrecy is maintained. Rumor also
concerns the shops occupying the new
space opposite Clement's; Jordan
Marsh, Schrafft's and S. S. Pierce may
all be coming to Wellesley to provide
an added drain for the college girl
pocket.
(=}
The Lake Waban Laundry Company
is conducting a title contest for its nev
advertising pamphlet. The folder deal
with the coming of spring and thi
service that a laundry can perform fo:
one's old and new spring clothes. /
first prize of fifteen dollars will bi
awarded to the person who can com
pose the best title. Copies of the pam
phlet were recently mailed to the resi-




SHORT STORY PROGRAM GIVEN
AT ANNUAL STUDENT RECITAL
On Friday afternoon, April 12, the
101 class in Reading and Speaking gave
a recital of short stories at Matheson
House. In general, while the results
naturally did not show professional
finish, they did show careful work as
department to promote standardized
speech. The selections and the
methods of interpretation were varied.
The End of the Path by Newbold
Noyes, was told by Josephine Peirce '32
with all the quiet pathos which the
tragic i ' the i
Weens! --rirn nlWMionn
ome. the walrus s
year's program. The
how to get
heir twelve hours; the
searching in vain fo]
in with Junior Bible
ire dismayed to fine
hat so much time will be filled with
things one has to take." And every-
ne is wishing she could concoct £
better schedule.
ithout even a breathing space fo
lor Barnswallows. Try-outs for June
Play, which occurs on June 15, took
Monday evening and Tuesday




ffee, doughnuts, apple pie, and at-
mosphere launched Noanett into a
in-the-Wall and hilarious supper,
Saturday night, April 13. Nothing was
lacking to the feast unless it was the
passing of reluctant dimes over the
counter to Dan, whose place was taken
On Friday evening. April 12, the Clr-
colo Italiano presented a musical and
program at Shakespeare.
Musical numbers by Theodora Kings-
bury. Marion Knoblaugh, and Elizabeth
Brackett preceded the one act play II
Poeta by Niccodemi.
meeting of the Science Club was
on Friday evening April 12 in the
Chemistry Building. Mildred Hart-
ed a paper on The Chem-
ical Reactions occurring in Plant Res-
piration. An interesting discussion of
food and its different uses during the
with particular emphasis on
America and England, was
Zella Wheeler. The last
speaker of the evening was Barbara
Pease who talked on phenomena of the
particularly the cause of its blue-
ness. There was a large attendance of
about fifty persons, including faculty,
graduate students, seniors and juniors.
This was the first to which juniors have
been invited.
At the Deutscher Verein meeting held
on April 12 the club's officers for next
year were announced. They are: Pres-
ident, Anna Bitner; Vice-President.
Elizabeth Bowman; Secretary, Flavilla
Morey; and Treasurer, Beryl Even.
The change
I trill
I was well brought
Mansfield's Miss
given by Elizabeth Kaiser '32,
and the vigorous relation of an old
Irish legend by Dorothy Dworak '32
was splendid.
ArlLne Neussle '31 gave a reading of
one of Irving's Tales of the Alha
The Governor and tlte Notary and Jane
Ricks '31 added graphic gesticulation
to Galsworthy's Salta Pro Nobis. Es-
ther Dewing '30 read charmingly Kat-h-
erine Mansfield's delightful story, A
Cup of Tea. Tlie Garden Party, by
the same author, was clearly told by
Doris Anderson, '31, and Louise Neill,
'29, made Mendel Marantz, Housewife,
amusing and effective. Idda M. Jova's
interesting reading of Urn Burial by




DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST





A Professional School for College
Graduates
The Academic Year for 1929-30 opei
Monday, October 7, 1929.
Henry Atherton Frost— Director
3 Church Street, Cambridge, Mass.
BRIEF, smart tennis
frocks;sportsclothes
with precisely the right
degree of informality;
hats that are amazing-
ly becoming; shoes
that flatter the feet.
These and many more de-
lightful things displayed at
Wellesley Display Shop











—And there's a lot more to it than
appears on the surface!
—It's even influenced the cut of your tennis frock
or sweater ! Your smart "court dress" will show
the deeper back, that is such a boost to an even
SUNTAN—direct from hot old Sol
!
flare skirt. Many pastel shades. One of many
styles at 16.50.
Sketched: V-Back silk crepe frock, box-pleated
And the deep U-decolletage woolen sweater, sleeve-
less, encouraging a tan while sailing or playing
more tennis. New colors, 5.00.
Try SUNTAN Make-up
entrancingly like a gypsy the SUNTAN






artistically done at the
NICHOLAS STUDIO
Come and have a real vacation
TRIANGLE SEVEN RANCH
in the Montana Mountains
Hiking, fishing, pack-trips,
lances, rodeos, ending with a
our through the magic Yellow-
er further information apply to
Marion Hadlock
GUEST HOUSE
at eight Dover Road
Ladies' Felt Hats Cleaned
Reblocked
You would be surprised to see




I he Prof's voice <^A won't
drone off into nowhere when
you're fortified with a breakfast
of SHREDDED WHEAT, the food
that imparts pep and lets your




All the bran of the whole wheat
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY, MASS. THURSDAY. APRIL 18, 1929
The NEWS takes pleasure in an-
nouncing the addition to its board of
Agnes Addison, 1930, Ernestine Halff,
1931. and Eleanor Page, 1930, as report-
ers, and Isabelle Bown, 1932. Helen M.
Gunner. 1932, and Imogene Ward, 1932,
the -...m.'. pKKtK'aJ
THE PROM'S THE THING
surfeiting sweetness of Prom anticipa-
tions is always the stinging thought,
is it really worth the outlay
lore or less incapacitated
organized study lost forever, an
ance enfeebled far, far into Ma
the conviction, regrettably but
itably admitted by the fair-mint
Sunday evening, that no male
paragon of charm, thoughtfulne:
romance that one had, even against
one's better judgment, expected.
But even on blue Monday the gal-
lant will still cry. "All for Prom and
the world well lost!" Once in four
years the intellectual young women de-
serve their fling. Once in four years
a headache is worth the fleeting il-
lusion of "a really good time" that
comes to the fortunate during Prom
week-end. Once in four years it is
But there's such a thing as a sense of
proportion even in so tremendous, so
vital a college activity as a Junior
Promenade. Considering that Welles-
ley students cannot classify themselves
with the cloistered inhabitants of a
nunnery, and that opportunity is given
for theatre going, for tea-dancing and
for week-ending on the Cape on other
of the
indigestible feast >




noticed the groups of girls who were
carefully examining each of our archi-
tectual piles last week, it would have
seemed that the
ness of Wellesley
to rejoice in its surroundings. Better
to let him go without an awakening.
It is true that one cannot help per-
ceiving the beauty of a building even
though one is specifically intent on
separating out each gable and column
under its appropriate heading of Ro-
manesque, Gothic, or Renaissance. But
it is also true that the beauty is apt to
slip but from under the structural ele-
ments and reside in an aloof strong-
hold until sought for its own sake.
Perhaps the beauty of a Gothic type
in modern surroundings lies as much
present as in its inherent
harmony. Emotional asso-
ciations seem to give a living structure
more than logical beauty. How often
do you really stop and enjoy the build-
ings around campus?
The library at night—huge lights
picking it out of the gloom—its white
classic front dignified by the attending
figures—the two statues with their
shadows strong, tall, cool. The appro-
priate setting for an evening with
Or the Art library up on the i
Low. spread out along the top in m
sive stillness. Pitting its location
compactly, it seems to reflect the h
mony of the principles taught withi
The Quadrangle. Long, low Oxf<
Halls under mediaeval turrets. Or the
Tower group, crouched along the hill
side like some indolent beast. Found
ers, more stolid, more adapted to it
surroundings, more modern. And th
new group on Stone Hill, curling
around the edge of the lake lil
huge fan unfurling.
building is more than itself,
finds itself in its surroundings.
meaning—but rather than be accused
sentimentalizing, it is better t
you interpret them for yourselves. No
That is why your associa-
tions help you to create a beauty truly
n-s, given the starting point by the
hitect. But wouldn't it be amusing
find oneself making a tour of
well-known fact that students
educational
bear significance? Assuredly
aforesaid professor has stai
would be rather surprised if
tructor should appear one da>
Free Press Column
one opinion, and only one person
were ot the conlr.try opinion, man-
kind would be no more justified in
silencinff thai one person, than he,
if he had the power, would be justi-
fied in silencing mankind."—From
On Liberty by John Stuart Mill.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in tliis column.
All contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A.M. on





To the Wellesley College News:
The time has long been ripe for son
statement from the societies justifyir
ie of Hathaway's fea
)st joyfully recognized by
Returning more than a few students
Books is the lending library. The
nominal daily cost is just
enough to insure prompt return of the
books, and consequently swifter circula-
Furthermore, one realizes the
fairness of returning a popular book
quickly. There is even greater reason
for returning a book to a private libra-
especially if the owner hasn't fin-
ished reading it herself, before lending
"just for a few days." Yet the trans-
rrence of ownership by the year-and-
day method is beyond statistics. Is
that we respect only the rights of
i urbanization, or that in this as in so
many cases we take advantage of
friendship?
An article in The New
Student tells the tale of a
professor who admits that
his grading of students is
nfluenced by the way they dress.
Courtesy, respect for the class and self-
it all
demanding
sidt'iation. why should we appear on
campus as we would appear nowhere
else on earth, certainly no place where
we would be likely to be recognized?
the higher learning that such worldly
matters as dress have no place in our
thoughts? Or does the
aspects, each society has some work
peculiarly its own. I feel that in the
case of T. Z. E. that work justifies the
existence of the society. T. Z. E. Stu-
dio should and has in the past, given
to the college something absolutely
unique, which the college could secure
in no other way.
The pictures this year, though per-
haps interesting to those who had
of the object which T. Z. E. should set
nique, the college suffers a distinct loss.
Something must be done to preserve
which i
T. Z. E. Studio a Specialized Perform-
Those of us who hav e been working
on T. Z. E. studio feel our inability in
many ways. We hav already taken
years is far
girls who are
rience they need to produce as special-
ized a performance as T. Z. E. studio.
One more year would make a great dif-
ference in producing trained workers
who could make their efforts amount to
something. Conformity for the mere
sake of conformity is foolishness. Why
cannot T. Z. E. have a few sophomore
members each year who can learn the
work from the very bottom and will
therefore by the time they are seniors,
be able to direct a studio which will do
credit to the whole college as well as
the organization itself?
A plan for the admission of sopho-
mores to the society could be worked ou
quite satisfactorily. The Art depart
ment might be requested to suggest a
number of girls who would be able to
contribute something to the welfare of
the society. In other respects the soph-
omores might be chosen just as other
members now are. I:
ten juniors, and five
mitted each year, the membership
would be increased to only forty and the
society would have within it a working
work as it should be carried on, and
able to direct the less experienced
jers in their efforts.
our existence can be justified,
surely any attempt at organization
which will especially adapt us to serve
our purpose is also justifiable. What
we need is trained workers. Why not
allow us to begin training sophomore
year?
A NON-SMOKER COMMENTS
o the Wellesley College News:
The writers of a Free Press article
the last issue of the NEWS i
in Senate in regard to the smoking in
the Society Houses. Out of a profound
ignorance of the motives that may
have influenced this decision, I suggest
another possible one.
Though some may grant that "smok-
ing is, so to speak, a normal functioi
that the time will come when the en
joyment of pure untainted air wil
There are those to whom the odo
of tobacco is nauseating, and the smok
irritating to throat or lungs. To sucl
the fact that a room is full of smok
impossible. Probably
ciety members who fl
greeable or impossibl
absence of the smoke,





L'LTHTaias one to whom the
cdoriferousness of Alumnae Hall is
objectionable, and in the hopes
some smokers will realize that
"privileges" which they demand s
ciferously bring discomfort and unhap-
piness to many members of the <
munity who are suffering in silence
Page 1, Col. 4)(Continued
In the first i
writer of the manuscript is the author
as well, because he often changes his




only person to have adopted Mi
habit of spelling the unemphatic
of the word "their" as "thir." On the
strength of these two things, the hand,
writing and spelling, Miss Darbishire
asserts that the author is John Philips,
brother of Edward and nephew of John
Milton. If this is true it make
biography even more valuable, b<
John's complete educational training
his uncle while his brother was
Milton only a part of the time. If John
did write the biography, it make:
biography the most important
:
for knowledge of Milton's personality
aside from the poet's own writings
rind
it \i \ nis< i 5SED
(Continued from Pa^e l. Col.
Italian banks. Acts of extreme
are approved by Mussolini and t
petrated on those who dare to
pected of liberal sentiments. University
professors are watched if they express
any favorable attitude toward liberty
been exiled for such reasons. Men of
"honor and simplicity" who feel that
their consciences will not permit
taking of the Fascist oath and ss
e turned out of the country.
There are individuals who favor
n elementary educational improve- "Ah! dear Sir, I c
1
ment, its supposed increase in the real That the modern
feeling of Italian unity, and its work in Is not what it us
the improvement of morals. Others young.
velcome Mussolini's rule merely for the This present gen
ieace and security it has brought by Seems to have n
suppressing the bloody attempt at revo- For the scandal
ution in 1919. every tongue.
Miss Scudder next turned tc
Italy of the thirteenth century. The
Franciscan movement, with its empha-
sis on the idea that possession of pri-
vate property impedes the greatest
spiritual development, was as radical a
one at the time of its inception as it
still remains today. St. Francis thought
of the individual rather than of any
economic application of this doctrine.
His emphasis was on the sense of com-
punction for the communal guilt of so-
cial injustice. The same feeling runs
through the expression of the modern
radical who asserts that there is more
happiness to be found in the delight of
creation than in the striving for mate-
rial success. St. Francis' expression of
this idea truly brought new life to me-
dieval Europe.
The group of Franciscans, which to-
ly follows most strictly the rule of St.
Francis, is the greatest of the divisions
of the order in numbers. Though here
the great and perhaps necessary relig-
lassion is lacking, they express the
«9KlSRE^Y
dropped the stuff—and wrote.
ODE ON A MIXING BOWL
(With apologies to Keats)
Thou still ungarnished sign of simple
Thou foster-child of struggle and slow




e sweet, but those
Are sweeter; th
Not to aesthetic se
refore, cigarettes,
To inner substanc e softly breathed
Ah, happy, happy dish! that holds em-
The ashes of a joy forever young,
Forever warm and still to be enjoyed
With burning fingers and a parching
Who are these coming to Alumnae
Hall?
To what green terr ice do they make
their way?
What scenes of fren sied cramming for
Are emptied of th s folk this weary
day?
O kitchen shape! forever cherished
When old age sha 1 this generation
Thou shalt remain, in midst of other
Than ours, a friend to revelers in haste.
This is the melancholy lay of ye
oor old Needham fence—lamenting
s desertion—as it was privately re-
.ted to Adonais when he was out there
ie other day feeling sentimental about
ie good old times, etc.:
Why, my boy, I'm still gallant
With an air so nonchalant
That you need not be embarrassed if
I m regarded less and less
Now that smoking is not thought a
wicked prank.
'For in this age of greater freedom
They no longer even need 'em.
And this Fence is left deserted as you
Yet I once was thought so ducky
Even when I wasn't lucky
They would walk a mile or maybe two.
Why they'd come here in the bus,
And the few cents made no difference
to their passion.
Now they're evermore departed
And they've left me broken-hearted













tl comedy, Good Boy,
failed to open because its back stage
machinery would not work at the last
minute. The large first-night audience,
which had patiently waited for the cur-
tain to rise on this popular musical
comedy which has had such a long and
successful run in New York, at first
took the announcement as a joke. But





mechanics without too much noise, con-
fusion and delay, the stage managers
had two huge mechanical tread mills
invented. Nothing like them has ever
been used in stage production before.
But they make it possible to move
whole sets in one direction or the other.
When in working order, these tread
mills can move twenty-eight distinct
scenic sets in a normal period of
The language of Dr.
jems is the semi-English used by the
'ish to make themselves
e English speaking, not
the antiquated if correct French which
they speak to each other. The first
poem, The Habitat, is spoken by an
old farmer who has been "smoke dried
into preservation." Miss Small! recited
the 1
humor of Mon Frere Camille, whit
immediately followed it, telling of tl
experiment in bull fighting of a "fir
class blood" just returned from "Ch
caw-go."
The folk songs were given their fi
dramatic value. Especially well r<
ceived was L'Abistringue, the accon
children's game, sung ;
songs still keep r : their old world
It is an Interpreter of the spirit of
the habitant so faithfully recorded
IV Dniinmond tlui; Mi-- SmaiM'-
For
quent shifts of scenes make one <
most amusing parts of the show.
York has laughed all winter
watched the hero of Good Boy walk
through a series of rooms which
were quickly being moved past hi
In coming to Boston Good Boy brings
the same large cast of principals that
featured in the Broadway run. These
include Helen Kane, the baby
comedienne, whose popularity ha
large, carefully trained dancing c
J
CAMPUS CRITIC
THE HABITANT OF OLD QUEBEC
ine reading given by Miss Edith
Margaret Smaill of the department of
Reading and Speaking, for the bi
of the swimming pool fund, brought
back that noble cause in a more
worthy fashion. Last year the i
Tally
cused of asking something for nothing
but on April 9 they gave a great deal
more than the ephemeral hope of a
cold plunge to the enthusiastic audience
which gathered at Alumnae Hall.
Miss Smaill 's program consisted of
readings from the poems of William
Henry Drummond dealing with the life
of the '*habitant" farmers of old Que-
bec, and of French-Canadian folk
songs. In introducing the poems, she
told something 0/ the history of the
French settlement in Quebec, which ex-
isted one hundred and fifty years be-
fore the English possession of Canada,
having first been opened by Champlain.
The life of the farmers is still simple
and exceedingly independent, though
at present the preservation of the cus-
toms is unfortunately decreasing. The
old songs are sung now only by the
very old and the very young, for the
radio has followed the Ford into many
of the less secluded places. Dr. Drum-
mond's poems catch the essential spirit
of these people with the greatest truth
and absolute sincerity, and Miss Smaill,
•a,! I.
ntly interpret thei the
ing and sympathy which
brings to them and the ma
to her audience, makes tr.
of these poems available a
otherwise be. and provic
ment delightful in itself :
SPRING INFORMALS
On April
Hall, Barnswallows revived the cue
of an inter-class play competi
which is called Pliscodas in Wellesley
and was begun during the war, but has
not been tried for the past few years.
It is an admirable custom and should
be continued, for it permits ;
courages rivalry without fre
fights between the classes.
Each play was absolutely the
the class and was in no way aided by
Barn. In judging the plays 20% was
given for choice, 35% for production,
scenery and props, and 45% for acting
and coaching. The judges were Dean
Waite, Mr. Barr, authority on Modern
Art, and Mr. and Mrs. Kim;, who
now at Wheaton, but who last
;
taught here in the English
Department. Their decision v
nounced, and it was in favor
sophomore's play, The Flattering Word
by George Kelly, a country comedy
made farcical. It got nothing foi
choice, but on grounds of scenery
which Mr. Barr liked particularly, anc
stage direction and general 1
of acting, it was judged the t
the end the audience was asked
its preference by clapping.
The juniors selected Eugene O'Neill's
Where the Cross is Made, a gruesome
madness, ghosts and a soul longing to
be free. The set was extremely good,
bleak and green, on which the green
lights played with a peculiarly sea-like
effect. Evelyn Pierce did the best act-
ing, but she was much better when
mad over a treasure, than when long-
ing for a soul. Alice Abrahamson
made an outstanding character of the
part of the old mad father.
The prize-winning play, which came
second, is an inconsequential comedy,
which in this production was turned
into an almost painful farce. The cler-
gyman and the daughter, Lena, were
ipectively wooden caricatures, while
Mrs. Zooker was directly from the col-
ored "funnies." The clergyman's wife,
ine Humeston, was pretty to look
and. The actor, Theodora Douglas.
as handsome, but unable to talk on a
iw pitch with ease or success.
The third play, Trifles by Susan Gas-
ell, given by the freshmen, was the
;st from the point of view of general
tmospheric effect
ig. but it fell do*
permitted the actors to bunt
wbward exits. But withal t
was good, and the atmosphei
was amazingly well achieved.
MRS. DIKE
On Friday night, April 1*2, in Billings
Hall, Spanish students and music lov-
ers had the privilege of hearing En-
pracia Gulick Dike give a piano recital.
supplemented and explained by short
talks in Spanish between the numbers.
For the benefit of those whose Spanish
was not all that it might have
the program contained short sui
ries of her talks in English.
Mrs. Dike put much variety int
evening; dressed in a bright Spanish
describing in Spanish her lovely
tilla. The Royal March, a traditional
tune, set the keynote of the ev.
Next came Basque music of the people
who inhabit the foothills of the Pyre
nees. In the second group, Mrs. Dike
played the Spanish dance tune, tl
Sronic'iUa dc la Mancha. from whi<
the fandango, the bolero, and tl
Then followed a spirited reading
Don Quixote's Great Adventure wi
the Windmills. The first and only En
lish spoken came immediately aft
this, when Mrs. Dike recited Aust
Dobson's poem. Don Quixote. Serge
Bortkiewicz's Etude, Don Quixote
came last on the program.
Spanish music is receiving more in-
terested attention in America today
concert by the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra conducted by E. Fernandez Ar-
was devoted to Spanish works. Or, tc
bring the matter nearer home, recall
the recital by Andres Segovia, or again
that by Myra Hess and Jelly d'Aranyi
in which fifty per cent of the solo num-
bers were Spanish.
In her lecture-recital of last Friday
Mrs. Dike showed us first some of the
Spanish folk music, mostly dances
drawn from various provinces. One'i
is immediately drawn to the
hythmic interest, with it-
contrasts between the languorous anc
Page 8. Col 2)
JEANNE HOFFMAN
It is not often that one has the pleas-
ure of hearing an entire recital by 1
fellow-student. Last Wednesday af-
ternoon Jeanne Hoffman '29 gave 2
piano recital for the benefit of her so-
ciety, Alpha Kappa Chi. Her first
number was an Andantino by Rossi.
This was of the traditional style of first
numbers, being of a calm and ra
simple quality. In it the pianiste
quite composed and displayed a good
piano touch. In the Scarlatti Sonata
and the Rondo by K. P. E. Bach whicl
followed, she displayed a good rhythm-
ducing the effects she wanted. Th<
Parodies Toccata was played with re-
markable skill, being very fast yet nol
run together. The Grieg Sonata in E
minor showed good color contrast ,and
a melody well brought out. In De-
bussy's Cathddrale Engloutie, Jeanne
Hoffman caught the vagueness charac-
ic of the composer. Le Petit Ane
Blanc of Ibert. and En Auto of Poulenc
gave two charming examples of the
r and spirit of the modern com-
The final number. Mendelssohn's
Concerto in G minor, was extremely
lone. Jeanne Hoffman was equal
strenuous technical passages and
played the rapid runs with clarity. The
second piano part of this composition
played by Miss Brockelbank. The
re was a Bohemian love song that
greatly enjoyed.
Pictures!
Seniors! Have your pictures taken
in cap and gown. Room 30, Ad-
ministration Building.
"Cross'
-of English Morocco. Con-
fining two packs cards, also
ridge score. Colors—green,
5 Greatest Leather Stores
In and OuU
in a Jiffy!
plant on Memorial Drive, Cam-
bridge.
. . You may take it
there directly, and if vou call
JORDAN MARSH
COMPANY
H? XEbe Blue ©raflon *$j>
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.





Mon. and Tues., April 22 and 23
"SINS OF THE FATHER"
and Thurs., April 2i and 25
"THE SPIELER"
THE BLUE SPRUCE LODGE
















are- definitely planned to promote
akin health. No cream can work
\ miracles, hut if vou will cleanae,
stimulate, and protect your shin
CO.
E. T. SLATTERV COMPANY
ELIZABETH ARDEN
673 Fifth Avenue, New York
LONDON MADRID ROME
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
APPRENTICE POSITIONS FOR SENIORS
I. Library
1. An eastern university library is
looking for a candidate with some
knowledge of foreign languages and a
keen interest in books to take a po-
2. The Catalogue Department also
wants a candidate with a major in
German Literature.
3. Two public libraries around Bos-
ton offer opportunities for general li-
brary experience.
n. Museum Work
1. Newark Museum Apprentice Class
—See notice and folder on the Person-
2. Opportunity to work in a chil-
dren's museum near Boston. Candidate
should have a major in Science,—bio-
logical if possible. Summer camp work
is good training, and a knowledge of
typing helpful.
III. Department Store
1. Rike-Kumber Co., Dayton, Ohio
wants a girl with an aptitude for exec-
tions. Training salary $20.00.
3. J. L. Hudson Co, Del mil, IV
gan, offers opportunity to train fc
ecutive work. Salary $20.00 to $24.00
Nchol.n-xhips Offered Teachers of D
The Clarke School for the Deaf
Northampton, Mass., is offering a i
free scholarships to college graduates
of high rank, realizing that it is diffi-
cult for many young women to meet
the expense of an additional year of
study at the close of a college course.
Girls interested for this year or next
are urged to consult Miss Sturgis.
Representative from Yale School of
Nursing
A representative of the Yale School
of Nursing in New Haven, Conn., will
be here at Wellesley. April 22. She will
be very glad to interview any girls who
are interested in nursing or who would
like to know more of the possibilities of
training at the Yale School. Sign up
terial; the arranging
the selling of photographs and library
publications; consultations with arch-
eologists, donors, professors, students
and educative
showing groups through
Museum work also offers a particularly
good opportunity for journalistic and
research study.
Among positions
training and some knowledge
all
ted With advertising, and all thos
th design—clothes, furni
ture. textiles, wall-paper, pottery- sil
verware,—everything from lamp shades
to automobiles. Poster and magazine
work is not profitable from the s
point of permanency, most of It being
Interior decorating, according tc
Miss Sherer, is a serious study, just a;
architecture or landscape gardening
Its prerequisites include
of design of all kinds, oi
textiles, of wall treatment, and of such
silve
i Per-
sonnel Bureau, Room 1, Ad:
Building. Students from
interview with Mrs. Exner.
MISS SHERER TELLS OF WORK
IN FIELD OF COMMERCIAL ART
On Wednesday, April 10, at 4:40,
Miss Sherer, of the School of Pine Arts
and Crafts in Boston, spoke on voca-
tional art. The place of art in business
and in education has been radically
changed within the past few years.
Until that time it was not recognized
as important; the field of vocational
art has never been surveyed or stan-
dardized, and sc is rather hard to de-
fine. Miss Sherer makes three main
divisions: those positions which call
for academic training, those requiring
technical training, and finally, the field
of interior decorating which borders
on both.
In the use of the term "academic"
Miss Sherer refers to the study of art
frtom the historical, analytical, and
archeological points of view, showing
how art is the product and result of
the economic, geographic, and social
conditions of a nation or an era. For
those who have had this training there
are always teaching positions, and
there are constantly increasing oppor-
tunities in museum work. Museum
work is of many different kinds: the
cataloguing and writing up of ma-
pottery. It presupposes an inhere]
good taste, and a sense of proportk
and of the fitness of things.
1 then, of course, there are tl
individually creative fields of paintin
modelling, land-scape gardening, and
the design of stage settings and cos-
tumes, but these are not open to many.
HOSPITAL LABORATORY DUTIES
RELATED TO SCIENCE MAJORS
Miss Caroline N. Paul, Wellesley '24,
Mp.ssnchu^eU;. Women's Hospital. *P 'kc
Friday, April 12. at 4:40. in T. Z. E.
Miss Paul's subject was "Laboratory
Work in a Hospital," and she devoted a
of classes in histology, mnbrvoloiiy, bac-
teriology, chemistry, and physiology. A
reading knowledge of German is inval-
uable in medical and scientific work,
she added.
It has been Miss Paul's experience
that the smaller the laboratory, the
wider is the knowledge and practice to
be gained by the beginner. In the
larger laboratories work done by the
young technician is of a highly routine
type.
Passport Pictures
Everybody get your passport pic-
ures taken at the Press Board of-
ce, Room 30, Administration Bldg.
DETECTIVE STORY SITUATION
GIVES DEIGHT TO ACADEMICS
"When we shall have been gathered
to our ancestors, you will find us, not
in Paradise . . but reasoning high
of clues and openings, of poisons and
daggers, or tricks for disposing of un
wanted bodies," is the statement o
Marjorie Nicolson. associate professor
of English Literature at Smith,
ly, entitled The Professor and t
tective. For joyful enthusiasm about
a subject this article has probably not
rpassed for a long
that all, or
professors






which current literary productions
rife.
The detective
the intellect. The game of reading
has two antagonists, the author and
the reader. Just as Miss Nicolson re-
joices in the lack of subjectivity, so
does she delight in the lack of un-
governed emotional display. And al-
ways there is a demand for the punish-
ment of the villain, who deprives the
world of himself in one last graceful
One is rather inclined to di
as many instructors are avid r
detective stories as Miss Nio
be said that it took the defln
ment of the Atlantic Monthly
place of the author's work to
us that the writer was not a
of the Wellesley faculty.
NEAR EAST RELIEF HAS SALE
ZETA ALPHA FOR REFUGEES
The Near East Relief is having a sale
on Thursday, April 25th, at Agora,
from 11:00 to 5:30 o'clock. Articles
made by refuges in Greece and Turkey
ill be on sale. They are suitable for
edding and commencement gifts. The
nens are particularly nice.
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. lo 5:00 P. M.
Wab.n Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W






ARE NOW RIPE AT THE PARK MANOR
POPOVERS OR ENGLISH TOASTED MUFFINS
Tea, Coffee or Walker-Gordon Milk
^
Hotel Martha Washington
A (Exclusively for Women)
J 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street
<i NEW YORK CITY
A The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town for Shopping, che Theatres
J
or to Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages Offered in New York.
(J DAILY RATES — NONE HIGHER
I Rooms with Running Water . . For One — S2.00 . 2.50
\ For Two— 3.00 . 3.50
1 Rooms with Private Bath ... For One — 3.00 . 3.50 . 4.00
For Two — 4.00 . 5.00 . 6.00C^^.
The Righted
Candle
We shall be glad to make res-
for Prom Night.
We serve luncheons, afternoon tea and dinners.
Our new dietitian is planning many unusual and delicious
dishes to tempt jaded appetites at this trying season
of the year.





The newest idea in Hosiery
The Bare-skin stocking with a


















heroines who live out their span of life
on East 91st Street, the old whooping
sea-yarn Is a rarity in the publisher's
list of new books. Perhaps this ac-
counts for the public's open-armed
welcome to The Cradle of the Deep by
The story purports to be an auto-
biography of a sea captain's daughter
who, save for infrequent visits home,
spent her entire childhood and girl-
hood on her father's schooner, the
Minnie A. Caine. Aside from
wealth of startling sea lore, that (
particularly to the landlubber's
for gory details, the bunk imik<\,
capital of the heroine's more per
adventures as a lone girl child
sailing ship filled with hardened.
Her three earliest ambitions
neatly catalogued: first, to be ab
hand reef and steer; second, to g
much food, if not more, than anyone
else; third, to spit as far as any Swede
Happy was the day when she learned
to spit a curve to windward, and more
blessed still when she had finally ac-
quired a sailor's proficiency in swear-
ing. The hardships of scurvy, of ship-
wreck, of near-death from thirst, of a
Uu-
high seas, are reeled off with amazing
cumulative effect. There is no deny-
ing the fact that the book is one of
those which really carries the reader
along far beyond the place where he
the call
The book, which was the March
Book-of-the-Month, did bring forth
this interesting comment from the high
moguls of that organization. "Certain
of our judges feel that one department
not neglected: that she learned the
art of telling whoppers with the best
of them—when necessary to round out
the tale with the proper seaman's fin-
ish. But there is overwhelming evi-
dence in the book that the basic ac-
count of what happened to her, fact-
ually is true. Her penchant for dra-
matization, in other words, is obvious,
but luckily it does not obtrude too
much, to spoil the richness of the ma-
terial, nor the high spirited quality of
thre the
premises of the book. It seems that
Helen Joan Lowell, as her school mates
remember her, spent more of her time
on land than is indicated in the book;
that her father's ship is not in Davy
Jones' locker but even now rides quiet-
ly in the harbor at San Francisco, and
that she was on many, not one ship,
during her days at sea. To these dis-
plied that memory cannot be trusted
absolutely at the tender years, that she
Nevertheless, the recent sand storm
of fact, comment and conjecture over
just how much of The Cradle of the
Deep is excellently whole-hearted lying
is a little beside the point in one re-
spect. The fact remains that the book
is fascinatingly written in all the
freshest connotation of the word, and
on that ground steps ahead of much
The Athletic Association announces
that Frances Rockwood '30 has been
appointed head of basketball to take
the place of Mary Scarborough, who
resigned because of her C. G. office.
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 5)
with a good square roof.
It is interesting to know that the
Quadrangle is pure Elizabethan. The
domed towers seem Moorish, but are
strictly Elizabethan except for their
Music Hall, which seems puzzlingly
conglomerate turns out to be mostly
Gothic. The irregular roof-line, gables,
and semi-oriel windows are typical
features.
The Chapel has a number of English
Gothic features. Lacking flying but-
tacular ornament. The broken roof
line with English central tower adds
variety to the simple plan. Inside, the
wooden beams, arranged in the shape
of a vault, are typically English, as are
the unusually broad transepts, and the
flat arches over the doors.
emphasis is another embodiment of
Gothic principles. The Tower Court
group is interesting from an aesthetic
point of view. Here buildings of three
different sorts form a unified mass be-
cause of the method of grouping. Tower
rises high above both Claflin and
Severance. They in turn are on differ-
ent levels. Consequently, symmetrical
balance is avoided. The contrast in
position and types of architecture far-
ther add to the effectiveness of the
grouping.
The College Library is in shape, pro-
portions and details a building modeled
on the lines of Classical
Ionian
zontal emphasis shows the Renaissance
character of the building.
The new Administration building, as
is college Gothic. Its steep wall but-
tresses, terminating in pinnacles, com-
pare with Founder's Hall itself. In










Were $5. Plain black low heel
xfords with soft leather uppers
ml composition soles. Suitable






Specially priced for National Sewing Week
Marillyn Crepe, $2.10
Exclusive at Thresher's in Boston
Sold elsewhere for $3.00 a yard
Marillyn Crepe has every quality required for smartness, and it is guar-
anteed washable. The ideal material for ensembles, afternoon and eve-
ning dresses. No one has ever found a fault in Marillyn Crepe. Over
100 colors, including, Capucine, Chartreuse, and the popular off-white
Come in Saturday and see the 50 frocks made from
Marillyn Crepe and worn by our women employees
Thresher Brothers
19 Temple Place 41 West Street
'HARPER METHOD SHOP"
Anna M. Ryan
Permanent Waves with a
Free Finger Wave After
34 Waban Building Tel. 0442-M Well.
ELEANOR
Special for Thursday, Friday, Saturday:
Sleeveless Washable Silk Dresses
>rints, whites, and new pastel shades, specially priced
$9.75, sizes 14-20
Large Assortment of Bandeaux and Brassieres at $1
marked down from $1.50 and $1.75
Be ready for that unexpected







From Fraser's are sure
to be n the best of




su re to please.
THE FLORIST
Tel. Well. 0700 ^ 5<S CentralStmt






CZ&ig Wellesley Shop50 Central Street
And beginning SATURDAY, a sale of
Skirts and Sweaters, $3
Such skirts and sweaters! Pastels for carefree sum-
mer sports, darker colors for school. Mostly tuck-in
flannel skirts. Some on bodice tops. Sweaters are
striped slipons, bordered slipons, rayon weave slip-
ons, plain colored slipons, and all nicely fitting.
CALENDAR
Thursday, Apr. 18: *8:15 A.M. Morn
inn Chnpel. Miss Geraldme Badenocli
'29 will lead.
4:00 P.M. Room 124
Aii'iU'inii: Council.
6:30 P.M. Tower Court. Shop Club
mu-iiiK and dinner.
Friri.iv. Apr. 19: '8:00 A.M. Service
ill Flag ;.it Ei.M LudLM.- iwcilliei' prnml-
tingi. Miss Judith B. Willi. tins wil
speak. II" slonnv. shtwc will bi- held
ing.
*8:00
. M. Alumnae Hall. AM
Kr KHT-WEM.ESLEY COMBINATION
PERFORMANCE ol Shaw
the Man." Tickets. $1.00
El Table Thursday morning, April 18
and this Friday afternoon or may be




lend. Evening. Alumnae Hall. Junior
ni.;i;;!l Ctiaiirl Preacher, Dr. ]
Jones. Professor of Philosophv. Haver-
ford College. Haverford, Pa.
Monday. Apr. 21: 4 40 P M Ai
Museum. Miss Clara Blaimer. WellPv
ley '01, now of tin Dana Hall iaeultv
will sjjeak informally m the gallerv ol
the Art Museum in connection wit):
ihe Japani".. obierts on view.
••8:00 P.M. Billings Hall. Lecture
bv Dr. Rufus M. Jones. Professor o
Philosophy in Haverford College. Sub
nit Mvstieism (Department ol Bib
lical History.*
Tuesday. Apr. 23: 8:15 A.M. Mom
ing Chapel. President Pendleton
4:40 P.M. Room 124 Founders Hall.








Wednesday. Apr. 24: *8:15 I
M'd'imi- Chapel Miss Dennis
drick will sneak on "Why We Study
Bible Here."
7:45 P.M. Billings Hall. Dr. DeKruif









lambskin coat, in Alum-
the night of April 13. If
'23 Ida M, Webber to Mr. Donald
R. Taber, M. I. T. '25.
'26 Alice Cobb to Mr. Roswell L.
Turk of Buffalo, N. Y.
'27 Vera Frankel to Mr. James Ras-
'84 Mrs. Ella Marshall, sister to An-
nie J. Cannon, April 9.
'97 M. Louise Stockwell, April 6, at
Boston, Mass.
'98 Florence Hubbard Parrot, April
1, at Geneva, N. Y.
T3 Mary Clark WUber, April 6, at
Rivera, Calif.
MRS. DIKE
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 3)
the fiery, and its sudden, almost violent,
shifts from one to the other. The
highly ornamented melodies, frequently
.lggesting Orii
exotic flavor fascinating
Mrs. Dike's second group
msic by the contemporary Spanish
jmposers, Granados, Albeniz, and de
alia—a.V of whom, in exploiting folk
[ioms as evidenced in the idealized
ances presented, contribute notably to
The last group attempted




B. ALTMAN & CO,
















Breakfast served if desired
Wellesley 0218-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial Bldg. Wei. 1212-M
lt'« Wise Economy!
B. L. KARTT
and Furrier Cleanser ar
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
The Wellesley National Bank






















New Pottery of Unusual Merit
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON
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/ ice-cold Coca-Cola ready. And / - *i «T
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/ / YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
/ * PAUSE ™AT REFRESHES co
IT HAD TO BE COOD TO GET WHERE IT '.
